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Topic:   Reinventing the Train the Trainer Program 
 
Background: At their fall meeting the Executive Committee discussed the status of 

the Serving the Underserved (SUS) program and the progress of the 
taskforce that was assigned to evaluate it.   The taskforce shared its 
findings through periodical reports to the Board and officially ended 
its term of appointment 1/31/08.  The topic was placed on the agenda 
for recent Board meetings, but there was not time for discussing 
thoroughly.   

 
Action Required:  Action  
 
 
Proposal: 
Create a new train the trainers program that better meets YALSA’s and members needs. 
 
Rationale: 
The SUS model is no longer meeting the needs of the association or its members; however, there 
is still much need in the library community for a cadre of qualified trainers in the field of YA 
librarianship.  An updated train the trainers program would help meet the needs of the 
membership and would put the association in a better position to advocate for the profession.  
When asked “What role(s) do you feel YALSA should play in advocating for the profession and 
for libraries?” in a recent member survey the number one response was “provide professional 
development.”   It also addresses two goals of the upcoming strategic plan: continuous learning 
and advocacy.  
 
Background Information 
Findings from the SUS Evaluation Taskforce: 
After more than a year of work evaluating the YALSA Serving the Underserved program, the 
task force led by Francesca Goldsmith determined several facts about the status of that effort: 

• Very few current trainers are still offering YALSA workshops. So few responded when 
asked about this, that it was impossible to accurately update the list. 

• Few trainings are being reported, and it is unknown how many trainings are actually 
taking place. The task force tried both analyzing the reports and surveying places who 
had hired SUS trainers without conclusive data. 

• While there still seems to be demand for trainings especially in some regions of the 
country, many non-YALSA trainers are currently doing workshops.   

• The task force felt that perhaps the current SUS model needs updating to cover new 
subjects to keep trainers competitive and able to spread the YALSA message. 
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• Only once has a training update been offered for SUS trainers, in 2002. It was optional, 
and held at Midwinter. 

• The SUS initiative was valuable for growing membership and awareness of YALSA 
services, but it is an expense even with past grant help. No funds are garnered from the 
trainings, trainers, or publication of training materials. While the program does not 
necessarily need to make a profit if it offers members and the profession a valuable 
service, it does need to be at least self-sustaining. 

• The impact of the SUS program is unknown, as libraries and other organizations that 
utilized the SUS trainers were never surveyed about the impact of the trainings. 

 
Proposed Actions:  
1. Accept the findings of the SUS Evaluation Taskforce and thank them for their work.  
2. Establish a new taskforce with the charge of envisioning a new YALSA train the trainer 
program which incorporates both successful elements from the SUS model and newer best 
practices.  The taskforce would first determine the goals and objectives of the program, then 
recommend a scope, format and outline a desired curriculum for the new program taking into 
consideration member feedback from recent surveys on professional development and member 
needs. 
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